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Abstract

In recent years, the field of financial econometrics has seen tremendous gains in
the amount of data available for use in modeling and prediction. Much of this data is
very high frequency, and even ‘tick-based’, and hence falls into the category of what
might be termed “big data”. The availability of such data, particularly that available
at high frequency on an intra-day basis, has spurred numerous theoretical advances in
the areas of volatility/risk estimation and modeling. In this paper, we discuss key such
advances, beginning with a survey of numerous nonparametric estimators of integrated
volatility. Thereafter, we discuss testing for jumps using said estimators. Finally, we
discuss recent advances in testing for co-jumps. Such co-jumps are important for a
number of reasons. For example, the presence of co-jumps, in contexts where data has
been partitioned into continuous and discontinuous (jump) components, is indicative
of (near) instantaneous transmission of financial shocks across different sectors and
companies in the markets; and hence represents a type of systemic risk. Additionally,
the presence of co-jumps across sectors, say, suggests that if jumps can be predicted in
one sector, then such predictions may have useful information for modeling variables
such as returns and volatility in another sector. As an illustration of the methods
discussed in this paper, we carry out an empirical analysis of DOW and NASDAQ
stock price returns.
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1 Introduction

The importance of integrated volatility, jumps and co-jumps in the financial econometrics

literature and in terms of successful risk management by investors is quite obvious now,

given the amount of research that has gone into this field. Measures of integrated volatility

are crucial given the advent of numerous volatility based derivative products traded in

financial markets while tests for jumps are essential in modeling and predicting volatility

and returns. Tests of co-jumps on the other hand are meaningful indicators of transmission

of financial shocks across different sectors, companies and markets. The rationale behind this

chapter is to discuss some of recent advances in jump and co-jump testing methodology and

measurement of integrated volatility, and the properties thereof, in a way which would help

both researchers and practitioners in application of such econometric methods in finance.

We begin by surveying the most widely used integrated volatility measures, jump and co-

jump tests, followed by an empirical analysis using high frequency intra-day stock prices of

DOW 30 companies and ETFs.

Daily integrated volatility is unobservable. Econometricians have developed numerous

measures which estimate price fluctuations in a variety of ways. One of the earliest measures

is the Realized Volatility in Andersen et al. (2001). However this measure does not separate

jump variation from variation due to continuous components. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shep-

hard (2004) use the product of adjacent intra-day returns to develop jump robust measures

Bipower and Tripower Variations. One of the more recent techniques of separating out the

jump component is the truncation methodology which essentially eliminates returns which

are above a given threshold as in Corsi et al. (2010) & Aı̈t-Sahalia et al. (2009). One im-

portant caveat of high-frequency data is the existence of market microstructure noise which

creates a bias in the estimation procedure. Zhang et al. (2005), Zhang et al. (2006) and

Kalnina and Linton (2008) solved this problem with noise robust volatility estimators.

In Duong and Swanson (2011), the authors find that 22.8% of the days during the 1993-

2000 period had jumps while 9.4% of the days during the 2001-2008 period had jumps. The

existence of jumps in financial markets is obvious, which has led many researches to develop

techniques which can test for jumps. Jump diffusion is pivotal in analyzing asset movement

in financial econometrics and developing jump tests to identify jumps has been the focus for

many theoretical econometricians in past few years. Using the ratio of Bipower Variation

and estimated quadratic variation, Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2006) construct a non
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parametric test for the existence of jumps. Lee and Mykland (2007) on the other hand

propose tests to detect the exact timing of jumps at the intra-day level while Jiang and

Oomen (2008) provide a “swap variance” approach to detect the presence of jumps. Instead

of the more widely use “fixed time span” tests, Corradi et al. (2014) and Corradi et al. (2018)

develop “long time span” jump test, building on earlier work by Aı̈t-Sahalia (2002).

Co-jump tests which are instrumental in identifying systemic risk across multiple sec-

tors and markets are relatively new in the literature. Co-jumps reflect market correlation

and have important implication for portfolio management and risk hedging. There are tests

which utilize univariate jump tests to identify co-jumps among multivariate processes (Gilder

et al. (2014)), while co-jump tests can also be directly applied to multiple price processes

(see, e.g., Jacod and Todorov (2009), Bandi and Reno (2016), Bibinger and Winkelmann

(2015) and Caporin et al. (2017)). Gnabo et al. (2014) propose a co-jump test based on

bootstrapping methods, Bandi and Reno (2016) develop a nonparametric infinitesimal mo-

ments method to detect co-jumps between asset returns and volatilities and Caporin et al.

(2017) build a co-jump test based on the comparison between smoothed realized variance

and smoothed random realized variation.

As an illustration of the aforementioned testing methodologies and estimation proce-

dures, an empirical analysis is carried out using high frequency intra-day stock prices of six

DOW 30 companies and ETFs which include The Boeing Company (BA), Exxon Mobile

Corporation (XOM), Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM), Microsoft

Corporation (MSFT) and Walmart Inc. (WMT) and two SPDR sector ETFs XLE & XLK.

We use three jump tests; ASJ test (Aı̈t-Sahalia et al. (2009)), BNS test Barndorff-Nielsen

and Shephard (2006) and LM test (Lee and Mykland (2007)). In terms of co-jump tests

we use, JT test (Jacod and Todorov (2009)), BLT test ( Bollerslev et al. (2008)) and GST

coexceedance rule (Gilder et al. (2014)). For estimation of integrated volatility we make

use of Realized Volatility (Andersen et al. (2001)), Bipower Variation and Tripower Vari-

ation (Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004)), Truncated Realized Volatility (Aı̈t-Sahalia

et al. (2009)), MedRV and MinRV (Andersen et al. (2012)). In our findings, we report the

volatility movement of the different stocks and ETFs, percentage of days identified as having

jumps and co-jumps, kernel density plots of the different jump and co-jump test statistics

as well the proportion of jump variation to the total variation in the asset prices.

The important empirical findings can be summarized as follows. Over the entire sample
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period JPMorgan has the highest and Johnson & Johnson has the lowest mean estimated

integrated volatility. Amongst all the volatility measures, Bipower Variation reports the

lowest mean volatility estimate while Realized Volatility reports the highest mean volatility

estimate for any given stock or ETF. This can be explained by the fact that in the presence of

frequent jumps, Realized Volatility overestimates integrated volatility. All individual stocks

achieve their highest volatility in the fourth quarter of 2008 during the financial crisis. XLK

sector ETF has the largest percentage of jump days (38%) and ratio of jump to total variation

(45%) among all other ETFs and individual stocks. BNS jump test detected more jumps

and reported a lager percentage of jump days when compared with the other two jump

tests. When the sampling frequency is reduced from 1-minute to 5-minute, the ASJ jump

test reports lesser number of jumps as well as smaller proportion of jump to total variation

in the sample data. We detect co-jumps between Exxon & JPMorgan, Exxon & Microsoft,

Exxon & XLE, JPMorgan & Microsoft, Microsoft & XLK and XLE & XLK through JT

co-jump test and the GST co-exceedance rule. The results show that the percentage of

co-jump days range from 0.4%-2.5% for JT co-jump test and from 2.8%-9.5% for the GST

co-exceedance rule. The higher percentage of co-jump days in case of the co-exceedance

rule, which uses the results at the intersection of BNS and LM jump tests, could be because

the test has a large false rejection rate. We use BLT co-jump test to detect co-jumps

among six stocks including Boeing, Exxon, Johnson&Johnson, JPMorgan, Microsoft and

Walmart. The percentage of co-jumps days is 0.2% during financial crisis period and 0.1%

after financial crisis period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the theoretical background

and setup. Sections 3, 4 and 5 give detailed descriptions of the different integrated volatility

measures, jump tests and co-jump tests respectively. Section 6 discusses the empirical

methodology and reports the findings. Finally Section 7 concludes. Accompanying R code

for the measures and tests is provided in the appendix.
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2 Setup

We represent the log-price of a financial asset at continuous time t, as Yt. It is assumed that

the log-price is a Brownian semimartingale process with jumps and it can be denoted as1:

Yt = Y0 +

∫ t

0

µsds+

∫ t

0

σsdWs + Jt (1)

In (1) µs the drift term is a predictable process, σs the diffusion term is a cádlág process,

Ws is a standard Brownian motion and Jt is a pure jump process. Jt can be defined as the

sum of all discontinuous log price movements up to time t,

Jt =
∑
s≤t

∆Ys (2)

When this jump component is a finite activity jump process, i.e. a compound poisson process

(CPP), then

Jt =
Nt∑
j=1

ξj (3)

where Nt is a poisson process with intensity λ, the jumps occur at the corresponding times

given as (τj)j=1,..,Nt and ξj refers to i.i.d random variables measuring the size of jumps at

time τj. The finite activity jump assumption has been widely used in financial econometrics

literature. Log-price Yt can be decomposed into a continuous Brownian component Y c
t and

a discontinuous component Y d
t (due to jumps). The “true variance” of process Yt can be

given as,

QVt = [Y, Y ]t = [Y, Y ]ct + [Y, Y ]dt (4)

where QV stands for quadratic variation. The variation due to the continuous component

is

[Y, Y ]ct =

∫ t

0

σ2
sds, (5)

and the variation due to the discontinuous jump component is

[Y, Y ]dt =
Nt∑
j=1

ξ2
j (6)

1We follow the setup and notation as in Corradi et al. (2011) and Mukherjee and Swanson (2018)
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Integrated volatility which is the continuous part of QV is denoted as

IVt =

∫ t

t−1

σ2
sds, t = 1, ..., T (7)

where IV is the (daily) integrated volatility at day t. Since IV is unobservable, different

realized measures of integrated volatility are used as its substitute. The presence of market

frictions in high frequency financial data has been documented in recent literature. To take

care of this, the observed log price process X can then be given as

X = Y + ε (8)

where Y is the latent log price and ε captures market microstructure noise. We consider M

equi-spaced intradaily observations for each of T days for process X which leads to a total

of MT observations, i.e.

Xt+j/M = Yt+j/M + εt+j/M , t = 0, .., T & j = 1, ..,M (9)

where ε follows a zero mean independent process. The intradaily return or increment of

process X follows,

∆jX = Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M (10)

The noise containing realized measure, RM of the integrated volatility is computed using

process X given in (9) and can be expressed as the sum of IV and measurement error N ,

i.e.

RMt,M = IVt +Nt,M (11)

RM can be used to estimate IV if kth moment of the measurement error decays to zero

at a fast enough rate or there exists a sequence bM with bM → ∞ such that E(|Nt,M |k) =

O(b
−K/2
M ), for some k ≥2.

3 Realized Measures of Integrated Volatility

Volatility measures variation in the asset prices and thus can be regarded as an indicator

of risk. Accurate volatility estimation is very important in both asset allocation and risk
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management. Since volatility is inherently unobservable, the first two types of parametric

models developed to estimate the latent volatility were continuous time (e.g. stochastic

volatility) and discrete time models (e.g. ARCH-GARCH models). However, these para-

metric models have been proven to be misspecified in capturing volatilities implied by option

pricing and other financial return variables. With the availability of high frequency data,

a series of nonparametric models have been proposed to examine integrated volatility at

intra-day level. Andersen et al. (2001) first introduce a nonparametric volatility measure,

termed Realized Volatility by summing over intra-day squared returns. The authors showed

that Realized Volatility is an error free estimator of integrated volatility in the absence of

noise and jumps. When the sampling frequency of the data is relatively high, microstructure

noise creates a bias in the volatility estimation procedure. Zhang et al. (2005), Zhang et al.

(2006) and Kalnina and Linton (2008) solve this problem with microstructure noise robust

estimators based on sub-sampling with multiple time scales. Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008)

and Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) on the other hand, use kernel based estimators to account

for the microstructure noise in finely sampled data. When estimating integrated volatility

in the presence of jumps within the underlying price process, jump components should be

separated from the quadratic variation. Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2003), Barndorff-Nielsen

and Shephard (2004) provide asymptotically unbiased integrated volatility estimators, the

bipower and tripower variations, which are robust to the presence of jumps. Aı̈t-Sahalia et al.

(2009) propose a threshold method to identify and truncate jumps and further develop a con-

sistent non-parametric jump robust estimator of the integrated volatility. Corsi et al. (2010)

introduce threshold bipower variation by combining the concepts from Barndorff-Nielsen

et al. (2003) and Mancini (2009). Jacod et al. (2014) estimate local volatility by using the

empirical characteristic function of the return and then remove bias due to jump varia-

tion. When combining both jumps and microstructure noise in the price process, Fan and

Wang (2007) propose a wavelet-based multi-scale approach to estimate integrated volatility.

Podolskij et al. (2009) design modulated bipower variation, an estimator that filters the im-

pact of microstructure noise then use bipower variation for volatility estimation. Andersen

et al. (2012) use the concept of “nearest neighbor truncation” to establish jump and noise

robust volatility estimators. On the other hand Brownlees et al. (2016) create truncated two

scaled realized volatility by adopting a jump signaling indicator as in Mancini (2009) and

noise robust sub-sampling as in Zhang et al. (2005). In addition to the above mentioned
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work, discussion regarding nonparametric estimation of integrated volatility and functionals

of volatility can also be found in Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006), Mykland and Zhang (2009),

Todorov and Tauchen (2012), Hautsch and Podolskij (2013), Jacod et al. (2013), Jing et al.

(2014) and Jacod et al. (2017). What follows in the next section, is a detailed review of 12

of the most commonly used integrated volatility measures.2

3.1 Realized Volatility (RV)

Realized Volatility or RV as developed in Andersen et al. (2001) is one of the first empirical

measures that used high-frequency intra-day returns to compute daily return variablility

without having to explicitly model the intra-day data. The authors show that under suitable

conditions RV is an unbiased and highly efficient estimator of QV as in (4). By extension

it can be shown that in the absence of jumps or when jumps populate the data infrequently,

RV converges in probability to IV as M −→∞. It should also be noted that RV has been

used widely as part of the HAR-RV forecasting models. Here

RVt,M =
M−1∑
j=1

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M)2 (12)

3.2 Realized Bipower Variation (BPV)

In Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004), the authors demonstrate that they could untangle

the continuous component of quadratic variation from its discontinuous component (jumps).

This led them to develop Realized Bipower Variation (BPV ), one of the first asymptotically

unbiased estimators of IV which was robust to the presence of price jumps. It takes the

following form

BPVt,M = (µ1)−2

M−1∑
j=2

|∆jX||∆j−1X| (13)

where ∆jX is the same as in (10) and µ1 = 2
1
2

Γ(1)

Γ( 1
2

)
.

3.3 Tripower Variation (TPV)

The Realized Bipower Variation does not allow the consistency of the IV estimate to be

impacted by finite activity jumps. However it is subject to finite sample jump distortions

2We follow the notation and description as in Mukherjee and Swanson (2018)
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or upward bias. To counter this problem, BPV is generalized to Tripower Variation in

Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004), by utilizing products of the (lower order) power

of three adjacent intra-day returns. Theoretically speaking, although Tripower Variation

(TPV ) is more efficient, it is also more vulnerable to microstructure noise of the high

frequency return data compared to BPV . TPV can be given as

TPVt,M = (µ 2
3
)−3

M−1∑
j=3

|∆jX|2/3|∆j−1X|2/3|∆j−2X|2/3 (14)

where ∆jX is the same as in (10) and µ 2
3

= 2
1
3

Γ( 5
6

)

Γ( 1
2

)
.

3.4 Two Scale Realized Volatility (TSRV)

It is found that when the sampling interval of the asset prices is small, microstructure

noise issues become more prominent and Realized Volatility ceases to function as a robust

volatility estimator. Due to the bias introduced by the market microstructure noise in the

finely sampled data, initially longer time horizons are preferred by econometricians. It is

found that ignoring microstructure noise works well for intervals more 10 minutes. However

sampling over lower frequencies does not quantify and correct the noise effect on volatility

estimation. As a solution, Two Scale Realized Volatility (TSRV ) is introduced in Zhang

et al. (2005) by combining estimators obtained over two time scales, avg and M . It forms

an unbiased and consistent, microstructure noise robust estimator of IV in the absence of

jumps. It takes the following form

TSRVt,M = [X,X]avg − 1

K
[X,X]M (15)

where

[X,X]mi =

mi−1∑
j=1

(Xt+((j+1)K+i)/M −Xt+(jK+i)/M)2, i = 1, .., K & mi =
M

K
(16)

[X,X]avg =
1

K
ΣK
i=1[X,X]mi (17)

[X,X]M =
M−1∑
j=1

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M)2 (18)
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K = cM2/3 is the number of subsamples, M
K

is subsmaple size, c > 0 is a constant and M is

the number of equispaced intra daily observations.

3.5 Multi Scale Realized Volatility (MSRV)

The TSRV estimator though has many desirable properties, is not efficient. The rate of

convergence for TSRV is not satisfactory, it converges to the true volatility (IV in the

absence of jumps) only at the rate of M−1/6. The Multi Scale Realized Volatility (MSRV )

is proposed in Zhang et al. (2006). This is a microstructure noise robust measure which

converged to IV (in the absence of jumps) at the rate of M−1/4. While TSRV uses two

time scales, MSRV on the other hand uses N different time scales. MSRV takes the

following form

MSRVt,M =
N∑
n=1

an[X,X](M,Kn), n = 1, .., N (19)

where

an = 12
n

N2

n/N − 1/2− 1/(2N)

1− 1/N2
,

N∑
n=1

an = 1 &
N∑
n=1

an/n = 0 (20)

[X,X](M,Kn) =
1

Kn

Kn∑
l=1

mn,l−1∑
j=1

(Xt+((j+1)Kn+l)/M −Xt+(jKn+l)/M)2 (21)

Here l = 1, .., Kn & mn,l = M
Kn

. We take N = 3, K1 = 1, K2 = 2, K3 = 3.

3.6 Realized Kernel (RK)

Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008) introduce Realized Kernel (RK) which as the name suggests

is a realized kernel type consistent measure of IV in the absence of jumps. It is robust

to endogenous microstructure noise and for particular choices of weight functions it can be

asymptotically equivalent to TSRV and MSRV estimators, or even more efficient. RK can

be given as

RKt,M = γ0(X) +
H∑
h=1

κ(
h− 1

H
){γh(X) + γ−h(X)} (22)

where

γh(X) =
M−1∑
j=1

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M)(Xt+(j+1−h)/M −Xt+(j−h)/M) (23)
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Here c is a constant. For our analysis we take a Turkey-Hanning2 kernel which gives κ(x) =

sin2{π/2(1− x)2} and H = cM1/2.

3.7 Truncated Realized Volatility (TRV)

Truncated Realized Volatility (TRV ) is one of the first volatility measures that tried to

estimate IV by identifying when price jumps greater than an adequately defined threshold

occurred as in Aı̈t-Sahalia et al. (2009). The truncation level for the jumps are chosen in

a data-driven manner; the cutoff level α (given below) is set equal to a particular number

times estimated standard deviations of the continuous part of the semimartingale. The price

jump robust measure can be given as

TRVt,M =
M−1∑
j=1

|∆jX|21{|∆jX|≤α∆$
M} (24)

where

α = 5

√√√√M−1∑
j=1

|∆jX|21{|∆jX|≤∆
1/2
M }

(25)

Here $ = 0.47. ∆M = 1/M

3.8 Modulated Bipower Variation (MBV)

Modulated Bipower Variation (MBV ) as in Podolskij et al. (2009) consistently estimates

IV and is robust to both market microstructure noise and finite activity jumps. It takes the

following form

MBVt,M =
(c1c2/µ

2
1)mbvt,M − ϑ2ω̂

2

ϑ1

(26)

where

ϑ1 =
c1(3c2 − 4 +max((2− c2)3, 0))

3(c2 − 1)2
, ϑ2 =

2min((c2 − 1), 1)

c1(c2 − 1)2
(27)

mbvt,M = ΣB
b=1|X̄

(R)
b ||X̄

(R)
b+1| (28)

X̄
(R)
b =

1

M/B −R + 1
Σ
bM/B−R
j=(b−1)M/B(Xt+(j+R)/M −Xt+j/M) (29)

Here c1 = 2, c2 = 2.3, R ≈ c1M
0.5, B = 6, µ1 = 0.7979, ω̂2 = 1

2M
RVt,M , RVt,M is given by

(12).
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3.9 Threshold Bipower Variation (TBPV)

Corsi et al. (2010) introduce a jump robust measure, Threshold Bipwer Variation (TBPV )

which is constructed by combining the concepts of Realized Bipower Variation and Threshold

Realized Variance (Mancini (2009). The authors show that TBPV is robust to the choice

of threshold function (v as given below).

TBPVt,M = µ−2
1

M−1∑
j=2

|∆j−1X||∆jX|I{|∆j−1X|2≤υj−1}I{|∆jX|2≤υj} (30)

where

υj = c2
υV̂j (31)

V̂ z
j =

ΣL
i=−Lκ( i

L
)(∆j+iX)2I{(∆j+iX)2≤c2υV̂

z−1
j+i }

ΣL
i=−Lκ( i

L
)I{(∆j+iX)2≤c2υV̂

z−1
j+i }

. (32)

and ∆jX is given by (10). Here we take L = 25, cυ = 3, V̂ 0 = +∞. υj is the threshold

for removal of large returns at each j. V̂ z
j gives estimated local variance in the presence of

jumps at each iteration z for any j. Large returns are removed at each iteration according

to {(∆jX)2 ≤ c2
υV̂

z−1
j } and the estimated variance at that iteration is multiplied by c2

υ to

get the threshold for the next iteration. When large returns cannot be removed any more,

the iterations stop. Typically z is taken to be 2.

3.10 Subsampled Realized Kernel (SRK)

Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) constructed Subsampled Realized Kernel (SRK) by combin-

ing the concepts of subsmapling (Zhang et al. (2005)) and realized kernels (Barndorff-Nielsen

et al. (2008)). The main benefit of subsampling in this context is that it can overpower the

inefficiency that stems from the poor selection of kernel weights that might be the case in

Realized Kernel. SRK takes the following form

SRKt,M =
1

S

S∑
s=1

Ks(X) (33)

where

Ks(X) = γs0(X) +
H∑
h=1

κ(
h− 1

H
){γsh(X) + γs−h(X)} (34)
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γsh(X) =

M
S∑
j=1

xsjx
s
j−h (35)

xsj = Xt+(j+ s−1
S

)/M −Xt+(j+ s−1
S
−1)/M (36)

Here the smooth Turkey-Hanning2 kernel function gives κ(x) = sin2{π/2(1− x)2}, S = 13

and H = 3.

3.11 MedRV & MinRV

As alternatives to Realized Bipower Variation and Tripower Variation, Andersen et al. (2012)

provide two alternative measures MedRV and MinRV which are robust to jumps and/or

microstructure noise by using“nearest neighbor truncation”. The basic concept behind these

new measures is that the neighboring returns control the level of truncation of absolute

returns. On one hand where MinRV compares and takes the minimum of two adjacent

absolute returns, MedRV takes the median of three adjacent absolute returns and carries

out two-sided truncation. Unlike the typical truncated realized measures as in Corsi et al.

(2010), these new measures do not have to deal with the selection of an ex-ante threshold.

MinRVt,M =
π

π − 2
(

M

M − 1
)
M−1∑
j=1

min(|∆jX|, |∆j+1X|)2 (37)

MedRVt,M =
π

6− 4
√

3 + π
(

M

M − 2
)
M−1∑
j=2

med(|∆j−1X|, |∆jX|, |∆j+1X|)2 (38)

where ∆jX is given by (10).

4 Jump Testing

Jump diffusion has been increasingly important in characterizing dynamic movement of asset

prices. Early studies about jump diffusions can be seen in Andersen et al. (2002), Chernov

et al. (2003), Pan (2002), and Eraker et al. (2003). Differentiating jumps from continuous

process is particularly useful because it has implications for both researchers and practition-

ers in financial econometrics. Thus, a strand of literature has addressed the methodologies

to identify jumps in the discretely sampled financial data. Aı̈t-Sahalia (2002) rely on the

transition density to test the existence of jumps under the option pricing model. Focusing
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on the risk-neutral dynamics of the underlying option prices, Carr and Wu (2003) propose

a method to use the convergence rates of option prices to distinguish jumps from continu-

ous process. Johannes (2004) propose a jump test to identify jump-induced misspecification.

However, these tests only use limited low frequency data. With availability of high frequency

data, the mechanism behind jump testing methodology has evolved. Barndorff-Nielsen and

Shephard (2006) use the ratio of bipower variation and realized quadratic variation to con-

struct a nonparametric test for the existence of jumps. Huang and Tauchen (2005) design

extensive Monte Carlo experiments to evaluate the properties of newly proposed jump tests

(see Andersen et al. (2003), Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004), and Barndorff-Nielsen

and Shephard (2006)). Lee and Mykland (2007) propose tests to detect the exact timing

of jumps at the intra-day level while Jiang and Oomen (2008) provide a “swap variance”

approach to detect the presence of jumps. Mancini (2009) and Corsi et al. (2010) devise

unique threshold or truncation techniques in their testing methodology. Aı̈t-Sahalia et al.

(2009) compare two higher order realized power variations to develop a test statistic for the

null hypothesis of no jumps. On the other hand Podolskij and Ziggel (2010) combine the

concepts truncated power variation and wild boostrap to propose a threshold-based jump

test. In most of the above mentioned papers, the presence of realized jumps is tested over

a “fixed time span”. Corradi et al. (2014) and Corradi et al. (2018) proposed a “long time

span” jump test instead, building on earlier work by Aı̈t-Sahalia (2002). More related work

on jump tests, self-excitation and mutual excitation in realized jumps can be found in Lee

et al. (2013), Dungey et al. (2016), and Boswijk et al. (2018). In the next section we discuss

six different jump tests which arise from different branches of the jump testing literature.

4.1 Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard Test (BNS)

To test for the existence of jumps in the sample path of asset prices, Barndorff-Nielsen and

Shephard (2006) propose non-parametric Hausman (1978) type tests using the difference

between Realized Quadratic Variation, an estimator of integrated volatility which is not

robust to jumps, and Realized Bipower Variation, which is a jump robust estimator of

integrated volatility. Realized Quadratic Variation is considered to be the same as Realized
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Volatility (RV). The adjusted jump ratio test statistic can be given as:

BNS =
M1/2√

ϑmax(1, QPV
(µ21BPV )2

)
(1− BPV

RV
)
d−→ N(0, 1) (39)

where BPV is the same as in (13), RV is the same as in (12), ϑ =((π2/4) + π - 5) ≈ 0.6090.

The realized quadpower variation QPV is used to estimate integrated quarticity (
∫ t

0
σ4
sds)

and can be given as:

QPV = M
M∑
j=4

|∆jX||∆j−1X||∆j−2X||∆j−3X|
d−→ µ4

1

∫ t

0

σ4
sds (40)

The authors show that the null hypothesis of no jumps is rejected if the test statistic BNS

is significantly positive.

4.2 Lee and Mykland Test (LM)

Lee and Mykland (2007) use the ratio of realized return to estimated instantaneous volatility,

and further construct a nonparametric jump test to detect the exact timing of jumps at the

intra-day level. The test statistic which identifies whether there is a jump during (t+j/M, t+

(j + 1)/M ] can be given as:

L(t+(j+1)/M) =
Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M

̂σt+(j+1)/M

(41)

where

̂σt+(j+1)/M
2 ≡ 1

K − 2

j−2∑
i=j−K+1

|Xt+(i+1)/M −Xt+i/M || Xt+i/M −Xt+(i−1)/M | (42)

Here K is the window size of a local movement of the process. It is chosen in a way such

that the effect of jumps on volatility estimation is eliminated. The authors suggest a value

of K = 10 when the sampling frequency is 5-minute. Thus, it can be asymptotically shown

that

maxj∈ĀM |L(t+(j+1)/M)| − CM
SM

→ ε, as ∆t→ 0, (43)
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where ε has a cumulative distribution function P (ε ≤ x) = exp(−e−x),

CM =
(2logM)1/2

c
− logπ + log(logM)

2c(2logM)1/2
and sM =

1

c(2logM)1/2
(44)

M is the number of intradaily observations, c ≈ 0.7979 and ĀM is the set of j ∈ {0, 1, ...,M}

so that there are no jumps in (t+ j/M, t+ (j + 1)/M ].

4.3 Jiang and Oomen Test (JO)

Jiang and Oomen (2008) compare a jump sensitive variance measure to realized volatility

in order to test for jumps. Their idea is based on the fact that in the absence of jumps the

accumulated difference between the simple return and log return (called the swap variance)

captures one-half of the integrated volatility in the continuous time limit. Consequently it

can be stated, in the absence of jumps the difference between swap variance and realized

volatility should be zero, while in the presence of jumps the same difference reflects the

replication error of variance swap thus detecting jumps. The swap variance can be given as

SVt,M = 2
M−1∑
j=1

(∆jP −∆jX) (45)

where Y = log(P ) and Y is the same as in (1). ∆jP =
Pt+(j+1)/M

Pt+j/M
− 1 and ∆jX is the same

as in (10). The three different swap variance tests proposed by the authors can be given as

(i) The difference test:
M

ΩSV

(SVt,M −RVt,M)
d−→ N(0, 1) (46)

(ii) The logarithmic test:

BPVt,MM

ΩSV

(log(SVt,M)− log(RVt,M))
d−→ N(0, 1) (47)

(iii) The ratio test:
BPVt,MM

ΩSV

(1− RVt,M
SVt,M

)
d−→ N(0, 1) (48)

where ΩSV =µ6
9

M3µ−p
6/p

M−p+1

∑M−p
j=1

∏p
k=0 |∆j+kX|6/p for p ∈ {1, 2, ...}, µz = E(|x|z) for z ∼

N(0, 1).
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4.4 Aı̈t-Sahalia and Jacod Test (ASJ)

In Aı̈t-Sahalia et al. (2009), the authors develop a testing methodology for jumps in the

(log) price process by comparing two higher order realized power variations with different

sampling intervals, k∆ and ∆ respectively. In this context ∆ = 1
M

, M is the number of

intra-daily observations and k is a given integer. The pth order realized power variation can

be given as

B̂(p,∆) =
M−1∑
j=1

|Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M |p (49)

The ratio of the two realized power variations with different sampling intervals takes the

following form

Ŝ(p, k,∆) =
B̂(p, k∆)

B̂(p,∆)
(50)

The corresponding jump test statistic can then be defined as,

ASJ =
k(p/2)−1 − Ŝ(p, k,∆)√

Vt,M

d−→ N(0, 1) (51)

where Vt,M can be estimated using either a truncation technique as in

V̂t,M = ∆
Â(2p,∆)M(p, k)

Â(p,∆)2
(52)

where

Â(2p,∆) =
∆1−p/2

µp

M−1∑
j=1

|Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M |p1{|Xt+(j+1)/M−Xt+j/M |≤α∆$} (53)

or using multipower variation as in

V̂t,M = ∆
M(p, k)Ā(p/([p] + 1), 2[p] + 2,∆)

Ā(p/([p] + 1), [p] + 1,∆)2
(54)

where

Ā(r, q,∆) =
∆1−qr/2

µqr

M−q+1∑
j=q

q−1∏
i=0

|Xt+(j+i)/M −Xt+(j+i−1)/M |r, (55)

M(p, k) =
1

µ2
p

(kp−2(1 + k)µ2p + kp−2(k − 1)µ2
p − 2kp/2−1 − µk,p) (56)
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and µr = E(|U |r) and µk,p = E(|U |p|U +
√

(k − 1)V |p|) for U, V ∼ N(0, 1). The null

hypothesis of no jumps is rejected when the test statistic ASJ is significantly positive.

4.5 Podolskij and Ziggel Test (PZ)

In Podolskij and Ziggel (2010) the concept of truncated power variation is used to construct

test statistics which diverge to infinity if jumps are present and have a normal distribution

otherwise. The jump testing procedure in this paper is valid (under weak assumptions)

for all semi-martingales with absolute continuous characteristics and general models for the

noise processes. The methodology followed by the authors is a modification of that proposed

in Mancini (2009). In particular they consider,

T (X, p) = M
p−1
2

M−1∑
j=1

|Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M |p(1− ηi1{|Xt+(j+1)/M−Xt+j/M |≤α∆$}) (57)

where {ηi}i∈[1,1/∆] is a sequence of positive i.i.d random variables. The test statistic has the

following form

PZ =
T (X, p)

V ar∗(η)Â(2p,∆)

d−→ N(0, 1) (58)

where Â(2p,∆) is the same as in (53).

4.6 Corradi, Silvapulle and Swanson Test (CSS)

Building on previous work by Aı̈t-Sahalia (2002), Corradi et al. (2018) design “long time

span” jump tests based on realized third moments or “tricity” for the the null hypothesis

that the probability of a jump is zero. This jump testing methodology is used to detect

jumps by examining the “jump intensity” parameter in the data generating process rather

than realized jumps over a “fixed time span”. This test is of immense value when one is

interested in using jump diffusion processes for valuation problems like options pricing and
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default modeling. Let,

µ̂3,T,∆ =
1

T

n−1∑
j=1

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M −
Xt+n/M −Xt+1/M

n
)3

− 1

T+

n+−1∑
j=1

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M −
Xt+n+/M −Xt+1/M

n+
)31{|Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M | ≤ τ(∆)}

(59)

where we have n+ observations over an increasing time span of T+, a shrinking discrete

sampling interval ∆ = 1
M

, so that n+ = T+

∆
, T+ → ∞ and ∆ → 0. τ(∆) is the truncation

parameter and one example for the choice of such truncation can be given as follows. If σs

as in (1) is a square root process, so that all moments exist, we can set τ(∆) = c∆η with

2
7
< η < 1

2
. The authors define n = T

∆
= n+ − T+−T

∆
, with T+ > T and T+

T
→∞. Then, the

test statistic for the null hypothesis of no jumps can be given as

CSS =
T 1/2

∆
µ̂3,T,∆

d−→ N(0, ω0) (60)

where ω0 is defined in Corradi et al. (2018). Since, under the alternative hypothesis of

positive jump intensity, the variance of the statistic is of larger order, it is difficult to

construct a variance estimator which is consistent under all hypotheses. The authors use a

threshold variance estimator, which removes the contribution of the jump component thus

developing an estimator for the variance of CSS which is consistent under the null hypothesis

of no jumps. Thus we have

σ̂2
CSS =

1

∆2

n−1∑
j=0

(Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M −
Xt+n/M −Xt+1/M

n
)31{|Xt+(j+1)/M −Xt+j/M | ≤ τ(∆)}

(61)

Thus the t-statistic version of the jump test is

tCSS =
CSS

σ̂CSS
(62)

5 Co-jump Testing

While univariate jump tests have been researched extensively, the study of co-jump tests

has started growing only recently. One branch of literature proposes co-jump tests through
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identifying jumps in a portfolio. For example, Bollerslev et al. (2008) use observed re-

turn product to construct a test statistic for detecting co-jumps in an equiweighted index

constructed from 40 stocks. Their co-jump test detects the modest-sized common jumps

ignored in the Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) jump test approach. Another branch

uses univariate jump tests to identify co-jump among multivariate process. For example,

Gilder et al. (2014) propose a co-exceedance rule to identify co-jumps by using univariate

jump tests. Their Monte Carlo results show that the co-exceedance rule has similar power

to the co-jump test proposed by Bollerslev et al. (2008). The third strand develops co-

jump tests which can be directly applied to multiple price processes (see, e.g., Jacod and

Todorov (2009), Bandi and Reno (2016), Bibinger and Winkelmann (2015) and Caporin

et al. (2017)). Jacod and Todorov (2009) propose co-jump tests based on two null hypothe-

ses: (i) there are common jumps in a bivariate process; (ii) there are disjoint jumps in a

bivariate process. Mancini and Gobbi (2012) construct threshold estimators for integrated

covariation from the realized covariation and show that the central limit theorem and ro-

bustness to nonsynchronous data still hold under different scenarios. Gnabo et al. (2014)

propose a co-jump test based on bootstrapping methods. Bandi and Reno (2016) develop

a nonparametric infinitesimal moments method to detect co-jumps between asset returns

and volatilities. Bibinger and Winkelmann (2015) propose a spectral estimation method to

detect co-jumps in multivariate high-frequency data in the presence of market microstruc-

ture noise and asynchronous observations. Caporin et al. (2017) build a co-jump test on the

comparison between smoothed realized variance and smoothed random realized variation.

More related literature about co-jumps can also be seen in Lahaye et al. (2011) and Dungey

et al. (2011). In the following section, we discuss five most widely used co-jump tests in

details. 3

5.1 BLT Co-jump Testing

Bollerslev et al. (2008) propose a mcp test to detect co-jumps in a large ensemble of stocks.

They develop a theoretical foundation which shows how only co-jumps (not idiosyncratic

jumps) can be detected in a large equiweighted index. Let n denote the total number of

3We follow the notation and description as in Peng and Swanson (2018)
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assets under co-jump detection. The mcp mean cross-product test statistic is defined as:

mcpt,j =
2

n(n− 1)

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
l=i+1

∆jX
i∆jX

l, j = 1, ...,M − 1, t = 1, ..., T (63)

where

∆jX
i = X i

t+(j+1)/M −X i
t+j/M , for i = 1, ..., n (64)

Since the mcp-statistic has nonzero mean and is analogous to a U-statistic, the studentized

test statistic is:

zmcp,t,j =
mcpt,j −mcpt

smcp,t
, for j = 1, ...,M − 1 and t = 1, ..., T. (65)

where

mcpt =
1

M − 1
mcpt =

1

M − 1

M−1∑
j=1

mcpt,j (66)

and

smcp,t =

√√√√ 1

M − 1

M−1∑
j=1

(mcpt,j −mcpt)2 (67)

The null distribution under the null hypothesis of no jump is derived from bootstrapping

the test statistics zmcp,t,j under Monte Caro simulations.

5.2 JT Co-jump Testing

Jacod and Todorov (2009) construct two test statistics to identify co-jumps under two dif-

ferent null hypothesis: i. There is at least one common jump under the null hypothesis;

ii. There is at least one disjoint jump under the null hypothesis. The test statistics are

proposed for detecting co-jumps on bivariate processes for the path of s −→ Xs on [0, t].

Co-jumps among multivariate processes can be detected from the combination of bivariate

processes. The test statistics of the common jump Φ
(j)
n and disjoint jump Φ

(d)
n are defined

as:
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Φ(j)
n =

V (f, k∆n)t
V (f,∆n)t

(68)

Φ(d)
n =

V (f,∆n)t√
V (g1,∆n)tV (g2,∆n)t

(69)

where k is an integer greater than 1, and ∆n = t
M

is the length of equispaced intra-daily

time interval. V (f, k∆n)t is defined as:

V (f, k∆n)t =

[t/k∆n]∑
j=1

f(X(j+1)k/M −Xjk/M) (70)

Where the functions for f(x), g1(x) and g2(x) are defined as:

f(x) = (x1x2)2, g1(x) = (x1)4, g2(x) = (x2)4 (71)

They propose asymptotic properties and central limit theorems of these two test statistics

when the mesh ∆n approaches 0. They show that the test statistics for the null hypothesis

with disjoint jumps Φ
(d)
n converges stably in law to 0 on Ω

(d)
T and the null hypothesis with

common jumps Φ
(j)
n converges stably in law to 1 on Ω

(d)
T . Here Ω

(j)
T and Ω

(d)
T are defined as:

Ω
(j)
T = {ω: on [0, t] the process ∆jX

1∆jX
2 is not identically 0} (72)

Ω
(j)
T = {ω: on [0, t] the processes ∆jX

1 and ∆jX
2 are (73)

not identically 0, but the process ∆jX
1∆jX

2 is}

Where ∆jX
i = X i

(j+1)/M −X i
j/M , for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, ...,M − 1. The authors construct

critical regions of the two statistics as:

C(j)
n = {|Φ(j)

n − 1| ≥ c(j)
n } (74)
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C(d)
n = {Φ(d)

n ≥ c(d)
n } (75)

5.3 MG Threshold Co-jump Test

Mancini and Gobbi (2012) use a threshold rh to estimate each co-jump as:

∆jX
1∆jX

2 −∆jX
11{(∆jX1)2≤rh}∆jX

21{(∆jX2)2≤rh}, (76)

Where h is the length of observations interval and h = t
M

for every j = 1, ...,M . Threshold

rh is defined by a deterministic function from h→ rh, with the following properties:

lim
h→0

rn = 0 and lim
h→0

(hlog
1

h
)/rh = 0.

The threshold rh depends on an unknown realized instantaneous volatility path. Monte Carlo

simulations are used under different models to select a reasonable threshold. For example,

in the model of stochastic volatility and finite compound Poisson jump part, the optimal

choice of threshold is rh = 0.33ÎCt,Mh
0.99, where the integrated covariation estimator ÎCt,M

is derived by Mancini (2001):

ÎCt,M = ṽ
(M)
1,1 (X1, X2)t, (77)

where

ṽ
(M)
1,1 (X1, X2)t = h−3

∑
j:tj≤t

∆jX
11{(∆jX1)2≤rh}∆jX

21{(∆jX2)2≤rh}, (78)

5.4 GST Co-exceedance Rule

Gilder et al. (2014) propose a co-exceedance based co-jump detection method by applying

univariate jump tests to individual stocks to identify co-jumps. They select three univariate

jump tests in Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2006), Lee and Mykland (2007) and Andersen

et al. (2010). The co-jumps are detected as intersection between ABD jump test results and

BNS jump test results (ABD∩BNS), intersection between ABD jump test results and LM

jump test results (ABD∩LM), intersection between BNS jump test results and LM jump test

results (BNS∩LM), and the intersection among three jump tests results (ABD∩LM∩BNS).
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The nonparametric BNS jump test and LM jump test have been discussed in subsection

4.1 and subsection 4.2 respectively. The ABD jump test in Andersen et al. (2010) is the

sequential BNS test which first identifies jump days through BNS test and then calculates

the maximum intra-day return as the jump level. Gilder et al. (2014) modified the maximum

intra-day return during jump days into:

max
(
| ∆jX | /

√
ŝWSD,j

2 ·∆ ·BPVt
)
, forj = 1, ...,M − 1 (79)

where ∆jX = Xt+(j+1)/M−Xt+j/M for t = 1, ..., T and ∆ = 1
M

. Here ŝWSD,j
2

is the weighted

standard deviation (WSD) estimator proposed by Boudt et al. (2011).

Comparisons between co-exceedance rule for co-jump detection and BLT co-jump test

are made under extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The results show that intra-day co-

exceedance based detection method has similar power to that of the BLT co-jump test both

on large and small co-jumps.

5.5 CKR Co-jump Testing

The test statistics in Caporin et al. (2017) is derived from the difference between smoothed

realized variance (S̃RV ) and smoothed randomized realized variance (SRRV ). The SRRV

is denoted as:

SRRV (X i) =
M∑
j=1

| ∆jX
i |2 ·K

(
∆jX

i

H i
∆j ,M

)
· ηij, (80)

i = 1, ..., n, (81)

where K(·) is a differentiable kernel function with bounded first derivative almost everywhere

in R having the following properties:

K(0) = 1, 0 ≤ K(·) ≤ 1, and lim
x→∞

K(| x |) = 0 (82)

And H is the bandwidth which is denoted as:

H i
∆j ,M

= hM · σ̂∆j

i

√
t

M
(83)
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where hM is the bandwidth parameter and σ̂∆j

i is the point estimator of the local standard

deviation of ith asset. ηij is an n×M matrix independent and identically distributed variable

such that E[ηij] = 1 and V ar[ηij] = Vη ≤ ∞. Vη is set to 0.0025 in the application of the

test.

Another estimator (S̃RV ) is written in the form as:

S̃RV
n
(X i) =

M∑
j=1

| ∆jX
i |2 ·

(
K

(
∆jX

i

H i
∆j ,M

)
+ πnk=1

(
1−K

(
∆jX

k

Hk
∆j ,M

))
(84)

The proposed test statistics takes the form:

SM,n =
1

Vη

M∑
i=1

(
SRRV (X i)− S̃RV

n
(X i)

)2

SQ(X i)
, (85)

where

SQ(X i) =
M∑
j=1

| ∆jX
i |4 ·K2

(
∆jX

i

H i
∆j ,M

)
, i = 1, ..., n (86)

The asymptotic behavior of the Sn,N is described as:

SM,n
d−→ χ2(n), on Ω

n

T

SM,n
p−→ +∞, on Ω

MJ,n

T

Where Ω
n

T and Ω
MJ,n

T is defined as:

Ω
MJ,n

T =

{
ω ∈ Ω | Πn

i=1(∆Xj)t is not identically 0

}
,

Ω
n

T = Ω/Ω
MJ,n

T

6 Empirical Experiments

6.1 Data Description

The empirical experiments are conducted with six stocks and two ETFs. The six individ-

ual stocks which include the Boeing Company (BA), Exxon Mobile Corporation (XOM),
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Johnson & Johnson (JNJ), JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM), Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)

and Walmart Inc.(WMT), have the highest weight in their corresponding SPDR market

sector ETFs such as XLI (industrial sector), XLE (energy sector), XLV (healthcare sector),

XLF (finance sector), XLK (technology sector) and XLP (consumer staples sector). The

two SPDR sector ETFs chosen are the energy and technology sector ETFs, XLE & XLK.

The dataset is obtained from the Trade and Quote Database (TAQ) of Wharton Research

Data Service (WRDS) and it covers the period from January 1st, 2006 to December 31st,

2013 for a total of 2013 days. We select trade data ranging from 9:30 am to 4 pm on reg-

ular trading days. Overnight transactions are excluded from our dataset. We mainly use a

5-minute sampling frequency to eradicate the effect of market microstructure noise in the

data which yields 78 total observations per day. We also use a 1-minute sampling frequency

in specific cases which yields 390 observations per day. It should be noted that all empirical

experiments are carried out on the logarithmic values of the stock and ETF prices.

6.2 Methodology

Our empirical experiment consists of three sections; (i) integrated volatility measures, (ii)

jump tests and (iii) co-jump tests. For each of the different parts, we conduct analysis

involving the most widely used measures and tests respectively. A detailed description of

the different measures & tests used and the empirical methodologies thereof is given as

follows.

Firstly we use six different measures to estimate Integrated Volatility for all the stocks

and ETFs; (1) Realized Volatility (3.1), (2) Bipower Variation (3.2), (3) Tripower Variation

(3.3), (4) Truncated Realized Volatility (3.7), (5) MedRV & (6) MinRV (3.11). Secondly to

test for price jumps in the data three different jump tests are used; (1) ASJ jump test (4.4),

(2) BNS jump test (4.1), (3) LM jump test (4.2). Lastly co-jump tests are carried out using

(1) JT co-jump test (5.2), (2) BLT co-jump test (5.1) and (3) GST coexceedance rule (5.4).

Estimation of integrated volatility, BNS and LM jump tests as well as all the co-jump

tests are carried out using 5 minute data where ∆ is set to 1
78

. However for the ASJ jump

test, both 1-minute (∆ = 1
390

) and 5-minute frequencies are used as a basis for comparative

study.

When conducting analysis using jump tests, we calculate the percentage of days identified
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as having jumps. For both the BNS and ASJ tests, it can be given as:

Percentage of Jump Days =
100

∑T
i=1 I(Zi > cα)

T
% (87)

where I(·) is the jump indicator function, cα is the critical value at α significance level and

Zi is the BNS or ASJ jump test statistics. For the LM jump test on the other hand it can

be derived as:

Percentage of Jump Days =
100

∑T
i=0 I(∃t ∈ i, | Lt |> cα)

T
% (88)

where Lt is the LM jump test statistic at the intra-day level within a particular day, t refers

to the 78 intra-day intervals and cα is the critical value at α significance level.

Once jumps are detected, we follow Andersen et al. (2007) and Duong and Swanson

(2011) to construct risk measures by separating out the variation due to daily jump com-

ponent and the continuous components. This is done by using volatility measures RV and

TPV . It can be given as

Variation due to Jump Component = JVt = max[RVt − TPVt, 0] ∗ Ijump,t (89)

Consequently the ratio of jump to total variation for all three jump tests can be calculated

as,

Ratio of Jump Varitaion to Total Variation =
JVt
RVt

(90)

For BLT co-jump test, the percentage of days identified as having co-jumps is calculated

using,

Percentage of Co-Jump Days =
100

∑T
i=0 I(∃j, zmcp,i,j < cmcp,α,l ∪ zmcp,i,j > cmcp,α,r)

T
% (91)

where cmcp,α,l and cmcp,α,r are left and right tail critical values derived from bootstrapping

the null distribution. α is the significance level. For the JT co-jump test, the percentage of

days identified as having co-jumps is calculated as:

Percentage of Co-Jump Days =
100

∑T
i=0 I(Φ

(d)
n ≥ c

(d)
n )

T
% (92)
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In the co-exceedance rule proposed by Gilder et al. (2014), we use the BNS jump test and

the LM jump test to identify co-jumps. The percentage of days identified as having co-jumps

can be given as:

Percentage of Co-Jump Days =
100

∑T
i=0 I(| Zi |≥ Φα) ∗ I(∃t ∈ i, | Lt |> cα)

T
% (93)

where Zi is the BNS jump test statistic and Lt is the LM jump test statistic.

In addition to reporting the findings of our empirical experiment on the entire sample, we

also conduct analysis after splitting the data set into two periods. The first sample consists

of the period from January 2006 to June 2009 and the second sample consists of the period

from July 2009 to December 2012. This is done to inspect whether the jump activity in the

stocks and the ETFs changes considerably over time. The break date of our sample (June

2009) roughly corresponds to the end of the business cycle contraction after the financial

crisis as given by NBER.

6.3 Findings

Table 1 gives the summary statistics for integrated volatility which is estimated using six

volatility measures RV , BPV , TPV , MedRV , MinRV and TRV . The sample period

considered for the six stocks and the two ETFs is January 2006 - December 2013. The mean,

standard deviation, minimum and maximum values are all in terms of 10−4. Amongst all the

stocks and ETFs, JPMorgan seems to have undergone maximum price fluctuations across

the sample period as it displays the highest mean and max values across all the volatility

measures. On the other hand Johnson & Johnson and XLK appear to be tied in terms of

having undergone least amount of price fluctuations as they display the lowest mean and

max volatility estimates. Amongst all the volatility measures, Bipower Variation reports the

lowest mean volatility estimate while Realized Volatility reports the highest mean volatility

estimate for any given stock or ETF. This can be explained by the fact that in the presence

of frequent jumps, Realized Volatility overestimates integrated volatility. To get a clearer

idea of how volatility differs across the stocks and ETFs, we turn to figures (1) - (2) which

display the estimated volatility for the stocks Boeing and Exxon with respect to the six

aforementioned volatility measures. Similar figures for 4 other stocks and 2 ETFs have not

been given for the purpose of brevity and can be provided upon request. In general stocks
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and ETFs achieve their highest volatility in the fourth quarter of 2008 during the financial

crisis with a few exceptions. For XLE, in case of all four volatility measures apart from

TPV and TRV , volatility reaches its peak in the second quarter of 2009. For XLK on the

other hand, only in case RV the volatility peak is reached in the first quarter of 2008 while

for the other measures it is the fourth quarter of 2008.

We now look at tables (2 - 5) which display the descriptive statistics of the three jump

tests. For the ASJ jump test we consider both 5-minute and 1-minute frequencies while for

the BNS and the LM jump tests we only consider 5-minute frequency. Panel A in the tables

refers to the pre-financial crisis sample period, January 2006 - June 2009 and Panel B refers

to the post crisis period July 2009 - December 2012. In case of the ASJ jump tests, we

find noticeable differences between 5-minute (table 2) and 1 minute (table 3) frequencies.

Overall the mean value of the statistics is higher for the 1-minute data compared to the

5 minute frequency suggesting that more jumps would be identified in the 1-minute case.

The skewness values are all negative irrespective of the sample period, type of stock and

frequency of sampling suggesting that the ASJ test statistics are left-skewed. Panel A for

both frequencies appear to have overall higher mean and max values again suggesting more

jump activity in the financial crises period. In case of the BNS test (4) the skewness values

are all positive, which suggests all BNS test statistics are right-skewed and have a long right

tail. The kurtosis values are all above 3, which indicates the empirical distribution of BNS

test statistics is leptokurtic. For the LM test (table 5), a window size of k = 50 is chosen.

The mean of LM test statistics is around 0, while the max and min value of test statistics

are far from 0, even reaching 1726.992 and -2124.609.

Tables (6 - 8) denote the percentage of days identified as having jumps for the ASJ, BNS

and LM jump tests. For all jump tests α = 0.1 and 0.05 significance levels are considered.

In case of the ASJ jump test (table 6), it appears that Johnson & Johnson has the largest

percentage of jump days for post-June 2009 period (panel B). However for the pre-June 2009

period (panel A), only with 5-minute frequency, Johnson & Johnson attains the highest jump

day percentage. While for 1-minute frequency XLK seems to lead the race. XLE on the

other hand has the lowest percentage of jump days across all significance levels, sample

periods and sampling frequencies. In case of the BNS jump test (table 7) XLK has the

largest percentage of jump days for the crisis (panel A) period while Microsoft displays

the highest percentage in the post-crisis (panel B) period. Overall for all the stocks and
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ETFs for both ASJ and BNS tests, panel A displays relatively higher jump activity than

panel B which shows that jumps happen more frequently during financial crisis period, when

compared with post financial crisis period. Table (8) shows the percentage of jump days

and jump proportions for the LM test. The percentage of jump days is very large, reaching

90% in some cases. This is because LM jump test detects whether there is jump at each

interval per day4 and a day is classified as a jump day if a jump occurs on any of the 5-

minute (78 observations) intervals. The jump proportion is calculated by the total number

of test statistics which indicate jumps divided by the total number of test statistics across

all intra-day intervals for the entire sample period. The jump proportions are much lower,

close to 1%. It is noteworthy that both percentage of jump days and jump proportions are

larger during post financial crisis period (panel B). One reason for this may be, the fact that

the LM test detects more small and moderate jumps when compared with the ASJ and BNS

tests and these types of jumps are more likely to happen during post financial crisis period.

To graphically illustrate the level of jump activity we turn to figures (3 - 5), which display

the ASJ and BNS test statistic values for the days identified as having jumps for Boeing

and Exxon across the sample period January 2006 - December 2013. Once again similar

figures for other stocks and ETFs have not been given for the purpose of brevity and would

be available upon request. The significance level considered is 5%. For the ASJ test, the

analysis is carried out for both 5 (figure 3) and 1 minute (figure 4) frequencies. As is evident

from the figures, with a higher sampling frequency of 1-minute, more jumps are detected

across all stocks and ETFs in comparison to 5-minute frequency. In case of the BNS test

both XLK and Johnson & Johnson appear to have the relatively higher degree of jump

activity compared to the other stocks in the pre-June 2009 period, a result which evidently

aligns with what we deduced from table (7).

Figures (6 - 8) contain the kernel density plots of ASJ, BNS and LM test statistics. In

case of the ASJ test statistics (6), it appears that the distribution is left-tailed or negatively

skewed. On the other hand the underlying distribution for the BNS test statistic (7) appears

to be skewed right. The LM test statistics (8) display a high kurtosis and a long tail. All

these results are consistent with what we found from tables (2-5).

When analyzing the average ratio of jump variation to total variation, we compare the

results between the ASJ test, BNS test and LM test. For all three tests given in tables 9, 10

4Refer to equation (93)
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and 11, ratio of jump variation to total variation is larger during financial crisis than post

financial crisis and this result is robust across all significance levels. The tech sector ETF

XLK has the largest jump variation ratio amongst all stocks. The BNS jump test is more

likely to detect large jumps, especially during financial crisis period which is why the jump

variation ratio reported by it is larger than the other tests.

Table (12) contains percentage of days identified as having co-jumps under both JT co-

jump test and the co-exceedance rule between BNS jump test and LM jump test. Co-jumps

are detected in case of each of the following pairwise stock combinations, including Exxon &

JPMorgan, Exxon & Microsoft, Exxon & XLE, JPMorgan & Microsoft, Microsoft & XLK

and XLE & XLK. The range of percentage of co-jump days in JT co-jump test is from

0.454% to 2.955%, while the range for the co-exceedance rule is from 2.838% to 9.545%.

One reason for the larger percentage range in co-exceedance rule could be the fact, that

the intersection results between two jump tests lead to a large false rejection rate. The

percentage of co-jump days in JPMorgan & Microsoft, Microsoft & XLK and XLE & XLK

is larger during the financial crisis period than post financial crisis period and this result

is robust across the different significance levels and types of co-jump tests. In Table (13),

we detect co-jumps among the six stocks (Boeing, Exxon, Johnson&Johnson, JPMorgan,

Microsoft and Walmart), using the BLT co-jump test as in Bollerslev et al. (2008). As is

clear from the table, the percentage of co-jump days as per the BLT test is small, ranging

from 0.114% to 0.454%.

We now turn to discuss graphical representation of co-jumps. Figures have only been

given for co-jumps between pairs Exxon & JPMorgan, Exxon & Microsoft. Figures involving

co-jumps between other stock combinations are available upon request. Figure (9) denotes

the kernel density plot of JT co-jump test. Overall the distribution of the test statistics

appears to be heavily right tailed. Figure (11) shows the JT test statistics of co-jump

days from year 2006 to 2013. It is clear that co-jumps are less densely populated when

compared with jump days. When comparing how co-jumps are scattered between financial

crisis period and post financial crisis period, there is no significant difference amongst Exxon

& JPMorgan, Exxon & Microsoft. On the other hand more frequent co-jumps are visible

during the financial crisis period in Microsoft & XLK and XLE & XLK. Figure (12) shows

the days which have co-jumps as per the co-exceedance rule. The results show there is not

much significant difference on how co-jumps are distributed between financial crisis and post
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financial crisis period.

Finally, figures (10) and (13) show the empirical findings from BLT co-jump tests. Figure

(10) denotes the kernel density plot of empirical BLT test statistics. The distribution of

the test statistics is evidently positively skewed. Figure (13) shows the daily return, daily

closing price, realized variance, bipower variation and co-jump days for equi-weighted stock

index. In Bollerslev et al. (2008), the authors show that detection of co-jumps among

multiple stocks is equivalent to detecting co-jumps in an equi-weighted index composed by

the same underlying stocks. Here we test co-jumps among six stocks, including Boeing,

Exxon, Johnson&Johnson, JPMorgan, Microsoft and Walmart. The last panel of figure 13

shows the number of co-jump days at α = 10% significance level. There are only 9 co-jump

days among six stocks from year 2006 to 2013.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we review some of the most recent literature on integrated volatility mea-

sures, jump and co-jump tests. We then select a small subset of these measures and tests to

conduct an empirical investigation with intra-day TAQ data of six individuals stocks and two

ETFs. This study helps to reveal how the general volatility movement, jump and co-jump

activity amongst the stocks vary across different types of tests and sampling frequencies.

We find that the occurrence of jumps is more frequent during and before the financial

crisis period, i.e. January 2006 - June 2009 compared to the post financial crisis period, i.e.

July 2009 - December 2013. All individual stocks apart from the ETFs reach their peak

volatility in the fourth quarter of 2008. Overall, the incidence of co-jumps is lesser compared

to jumps over the entire sample period i.e. January 2006 - December 2013. Additionally

there is not much significant difference in terms of distribution of co-jumps between financial

crisis and post financial crisis period.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Integrated Volatility Measures: Sample period Jan 2006 - Dec 2013

Volatility Measures RV BPV TPV MedRV MinRV TRV

Mean 2.68 1.24 2.29 2.38 2.46 2.60
Standard Deviation 4.35 2.10 3.95 4.10 4.29 4.32

Boeing Min 0.21 0.10 0.15 0.19 0.20 0.21
Max 60.05 28.47 58.80 62.83 65.26 60.05
Skewness 6.50 6.66 6.81 7.13 7.00 6.63
Kurtosis 61.54 62.81 66.26 73.91 70.90 63.35

Mean 2.15 1.01 1.89 1.98 2.02 2.10
Standard Deviation 5.30 2.65 4.94 5.47 5.75 5.08

Exxon Min 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10
Max 131.00 72.39 140.95 156.49 166.62 131.00
Skewness 12.17 14.05 15.01 15.47 15.91 12.89
Kurtosis 223.33 301.42 346.86 357.84 374.71 254.66

Mean 1.05 0.47 0.85 0.90 0.93 1.00
Standard Deviation 2.37 1.06 1.94 2.07 2.12 2.30

Johnson & Johnson Min 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.07
Max 52.86 22.84 46.48 42.82 43.33 52.86
Skewness 11.36 10.44 11.25 10.99 10.61 11.76
Kurtosis 186.83 157.67 195.54 173.99 162.96 203.20

Mean 5.85 2.76 5.11 5.26 5.41 5.80
Standard Deviation 13.99 65.23 12.00 12.24 12.49 13.96

JP Morgan Min 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.13
Max 244.81 118.46 213.02 214.80 235.11 244.81
Skewness 8.06 7.74 7.48 7.34 7.42 8.10
Kurtosis 100.06 94.76 88.59 85.07 90.95 101.07

Mean 2.29 1.07 1.95 2.07 2.12 2.24
Standard Deviation 3.71 1.82 3.49 3.62 3.67 3.69

Microsoft Min 0.16 0.06 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.14
Max 62.08 34.69 66.05 54.42 65.94 62.08
Skewness 7.32 7.98 8.14 7.44 7.76 7.44
Kurtosis 82.10 99.39 10.17 79.17 91.30 83.96

Mean 1.57 0.71 1.31 1.37 1.40 1.51
Standard Deviation 2.95 1.32 2.53 2.53 2.48 2.86

Walmart Min 0.13 0.57 0.10 0.12 0.11 0.13
Max 71.09 31.41 63.15 60.95 53.54 71.09
Skewness 10.74 10.07 10.93 10.19 8.76 11.02
Kurtosis 190.00 172.43 205.05 180.79 130.01 204.82

Mean 2.82 1.35 2.49 2.70 2.74 2.72
Standard Deviation 7.35 3.45 5.77 8.52 8.42 6.00

XLE Min 0.10 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10
Max 193.76 80.53 123.39 278.12 266.10 129.66
Skewness 14.29 12.30 10.14 20.21 18.81 10.39
Kurtosis 296.35 215.74 151.36 577.77 511.09 161.29

Mean 1.46 0.65 1.19 1.28 1.30 1.38
Standard Deviation 3.18 1.41 2.72 2.69 2.78 2.81

XLK Min 0.07 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.07
Max 61.21 24.11 49.50 40.78 41.31 49.62
Skewness 8.88 7.92 8.53 7.52 7.72 7.83
Kurtosis 117.31 87.29 103.04 76.99 79.80 89.51

*Notes: Table 1 gives the descriptive statistics of the different integarted volatility measures. Mean, standard
deviation, min and max values are all in terms of 10−4.38



Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of ASJ Jump Test: 5-minute sampling frequency

Boeing Exxcon Johnson&Johnson JP Morgan Microsoft Walmart XLE XLK

Panel A

Mean 0.042 0.177 0.256 0.088 0.149 0.185 0.016 0.164
st.dev 1.239 1.118 1.166 1.229 1.189 1.188 1.243 1.113

skewness -1.129 -1.149 -1.293 -1.236 -1.150 -1.340 -1.182 -1.134
kurtosis 4.120 4.459 4.739 4.814 4.253 4.752 4.612 4.583

max 2.413 2.648 2.330 2.427 2.530 2.666 2.938 2.526
min -5.374 -4.383 -4.681 -5.833 -4.319 -4.363 -5.746 -4.361

Panel B

Mean -0.053 0.093 -0.009 -0.056 0.109 0.0541 -0.018 0.063
st. dev 1.291 1.168 1.302 1.273 1.182 1.146 1.192 1.158

Skewness -1.074 -1.216 -1.211 -1.009 -1.079 -0.840 -1.150 -1.195
Kurtosis 3.743 4.465 4.342 3.636 4.046 3.402 4.535 4.808

Max 2.210 2.301 2.431 2.300 2.563 2.367 2.783 2.495
Min -5.095 -4.495 -5.685 -4.624 -4.437 -3.963 -5.770 -5.658

*Notes: Table 2 gives the descriptive statistics of ASJ jump test at 5-minute frequency. Panel A covers the
financial crisis period from Jan 2006 - June 2009 and Panel B covers the post fiancial crisis period from July
2009 - Dec 2012.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of ASJ Jump Test: 1-minute sampling frequency

Boeing Exxcon Johnson&Johnson JP Morgan Microsoft Walmart XLE XLK

Panel A

Mean 0.399 0.404 0.587 0.391 0.612 0.453 0.125 0.756
st. dev 1.455 1.345 1.414 1.315 1.300 1.358 1.371 1.385

Skewness -0.896 -0.776 -1.627 -1.035 -1.05 -0.845 -0.347 -1.071
Kurtosis 4.378 5.219 10.193 6.531 5.650 4.770 3.682 9.357

Max 4.723 5.138 4.538 4.105 5.457 4.998 4.548 6.183
Min -6.235 -6.387 -11.076 -8.702 -5.554 -5.755 -4.864 -8.529

Panel B

Mean 0.236 0.348 0.430 0.249 0.532 0.317 0.066 0.643
st. dev 1.400 1.281 1.504 1.335 1.247 1.503 1.321 1.111

skewness -1.100 -1.122 -0.884 -1.294 -1.029 -1.279 -0.711 -0.568
Kurtosis 5.678 7.305 4.546 7.522 5.3471 7.099 3.819 4.707

Max 4.244 4.867 5.120 4.198 4.684 3.505 4.265 5.429
Min -8.733 -9.165 -6.190 -9.994 -5.867 -10.974 -4.813 -3.816

*Notes: Table 3 gives the descriptive statistics of ASJ jump test at 1-minute frequency. See notes of Table 2.
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics of BNS Jump Test

Boeing Exxcon Johnson&Johnson JP Morgan Microsoft Walmart XLE XLK

Panel A

Mean 0.878 0.771 1.098 0.854 0.867 0.859 0.599 1.415
st.dev 1.511 1.327 1.665 1.434 1.320 1.401 1.327 1.693

Skewness 1.030 0.618 1.151 0.951 0.602 0.801 0.780 1.315
Kurtosis 4.903 3.749 4.851 4.518 3.500 4.068 4.169 6.395

Max 7.791 6.631 8.661 7.352 5.811 6.662 6.947 10.731
Min -2.513 -2.341 -2.693 -2.364 -2.299 -2.505 -2.640 -2.695

Panel B

Mean 0.688 0.667 0.876 0.558 0.880 0.918 0.572 0.814
st.dev 1.406 1.328 1.450 1.249 1.406 1.535 1.228 1.275

Skewness 0.983 0.572 0.837 0.574 0.647 0.925 0.615 0.525
Kurtosis 5.400 3.557 3.646 3.652 3.428 4.215 3.711 3.530

Max 9.340 6.964 7.128 5.486 7.008 7.549 5.807 6.909
Min -2.485 -2.546 -2.006 -2.750 -2.417 -2.137 -2.225 -2.244

*Notes: Table 4 gives the descriptive statistics of BNS jump test at 5-minute frequency. See notes of Table 2.

Table 5: Descriptive Statistics of LM Jump Test

Boeing Exxcon Johnson&Johnson JP Morgan Microsoft Walmart XLE XLK

Panel A

Mean 0.595 4.436 -1.662 -0.676 3.987 0.181 2.202 2.347
st.dev 42.865 50.142 101.707 47.879 66.636 52.002 37.687 72.997

Skewness 0.911 2.909 0.675 0.850 1.267 -0.146 2.714 0.316
Kurtosis 15.591 31.900 16.875 25.186 13.907 10.491 41.367 14.882

Max 386.170 602.678 1008.160 525.995 585.419 314.852 472.919 509.147
Min -309.16 -185.941 -615.524 -354.424 -289.795 -343.618 -189.563 -570.747

Panel B

Mean -0.110 0.295 0.076 0.137 0.097 0.636 -0.051 0.042
st.dev 42.450 47.158 67.736 33.483 42.875 61.795 43.314 54.955

Skewness -0.465 -0.251 -0.635 1.958 1.035 0.138 -0.451 0.128
Kurtosis 67.346 29.672 49.711 165.139 92.97 76.991 48.134 30.865

Max 1047.900 1192.159 1455.508 1320.357 1726.992 1529.471 1288.848 1571.141
Min -1275.319 -764.818 -1789.208 -1399.492 -1064.302 -2124.609 -881.903 -881.418

*Notes: Table 5 gives the descriptive statistics of LM jump test at 5-minute frequency. See notes of Table 2.
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Table 6: Percentage of days identified as having jumps - ASJ Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
1 min 5 min 1 min 5 min

Significance level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Boeing 15.79 27.95 3.29 10.79 10.89 23.38 2.27 9.98
Exxon 12.61 22.84 3.63 11.47 9.76 21.11 2.72 8.74
Johnson & Johnson 19.88 32.04 4.77 14.09 16.00 27.80 3.40 10.44
JP Morgan 12.38 24.20 3.52 11.36 10.32 18.84 3.06 8.05
Microsoft 17.04 31.70 3.52 11.36 14.18 25.42 4.08 11.12
Walmart 15.11 27.61 3.52 11.59 13.16 24.85 3.74 9.53
XLE 10.22 17.84 3.06 9.43 7.60 13.96 2.27 7.94
XLK 20.45 34.31 3.63 10.68 15.20 26.44 2.83 9.19

*Notes: Table 6 gives the percentage of days identified as having jumps by the ASJ test at both 5 minute and
1 minute sampling frequencies. Jumps are tested at α = 0.05 and α = 0.1 significance level. Percentage of
days is calculated using the equation 87 in section 6.2. Panel A covers the financial crisis period from Jan 2006
- June 2009 and Panel B covers the post fiancial crisis period from July 2009 - Dec 2012.

Table 7: Percentage of Days Identified as having Jumps - BNS Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
Signifiance Level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Boeing 20.68 27.73 16.69 23.04
Exxcon 17.95 26.25 15.78 23.27

Johnson&Johnson 24.09 30.23 20.43 25.88
JP Morgan 19.89 25.23 12.83 19.64
Microsoft 18.86 25.23 21.45 27.70
Walmart 19.77 27.38 20.66 26.67

XLE 15.11 21.36 12.71 19.41
XLK 30.00 38.18 17.93 25.54

*Notes: Table 7 shows percentage of days identified as having jumps by BNS test at 5 minute
sampling frequency. See notes of Table 6.
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Table 8: Percentage of days identified as having jumps and Jump Proportion - LM Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
Jump proportion % of Jump days Jump proportion % of Jump days

Signifiance Level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10
Boeing 1.06 1.07 82.39 83.41 1.14 1.15 88.99 89.56
Exxcon 1.10 1.11 85.45 86.36 1.17 1.17 90.92 91.49

Johnson&Johnson 1.15 1.15 89.55 89.89 1.21 1.21 94.32 94.55
JP Morgan 1.03 1.04 80.45 80.91 1.11 1.12 86.83 87.29
Microsoft 1.15 1.15 89.66 89.66 1.16 1.17 90.47 91.15
Walmart 1.11 1.12 86.36 87.05 1.19 1.19 92.51 92.74

XLE 1.03 1.05 80.45 81.93 1.17 1.18 91.60 92.30
XLK 1.06 1.07 82.84 83.41 1.14 1.14 88.88 89.22

*Notes: Table 8 shows percentage of days identified as having jumps and jump proportion as per the LM
test at 5 minute sampling frequency. Percentage of days is calculated using the equation 88 in section
6.2. See notes of Table 6.

Table 9: Average Ratio of Jump Variation to Total Variation - ASJ Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - June 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
1 min 5 min 1 min 5 min

Significance level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Boeing 3.74 6.14 0.70 2.38 2.14 4.08 0.32 1.68
Exxon 2.86 4.28 0.44 1.63 1.55 3.02 0.26 1.03
Johnson & Johnson 5.21 8.09 0.99 2.87 3.49 5.96 0.64 2.17
JP Morgan 2.97 5.21 0.55 2.16 1.56 2.90 0.42 1.14
Microsoft 4.59 8.05 0.50 2.07 3.30 5.47 0.96 2.20
Walmart 3.50 6.30 0.53 2.18 2.93 5.33 0.86 1.81
XLE 2.08 3.35 0.34 1.39 1.44 2.40 0.24 1.05
XLK 10.78 16.96 1.27 3.40 4.69 7.88 0.54 1.74

Notes*: Table 9 gives the average ratio of jump varaition to total variation as per the ASJ test using both
5 minute and 1 minute sampling frequencies. Jump ratio is calculated using the equation 90 in section 6.2.
Panel A covers the financial crisis period from Jan 2006 - June 2009 and Panel B covers the post fiancial crisis
period from July 2009 - Dec 2012.

Table 10: Average Ratio of Jump Variation to Total Variation - BNS Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
Signifiance Level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Boeing 37.87 34.36 6.10 8.58
Exxcon 32.00 28.44 6.93 7.67

Johnson&Johnson 42.46 39.93 9.30 11.09
JP Morgan 36.81 33.75 5.99 8.13
Microsoft 36.44 33.26 8.92 9.76
Walmart 36.60 33.43 7.91 8.87

XLE 33.00 30.08 4.37 5.64
XLK 44.63 41.78 12.75 14.70

*Notes: Table 10 shows average ratio of jump variation to total variation as per the BNS
test using 5 minute frequency. See notes of Table 9.
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Table 11: Average Ratio of Jump Variation to Total Variation - LM Jump Test

Name Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
Signifiance Level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10

Boeing 17.72 17.79 14.59 14.87
Exxcon 14.65 14.58 12.59 12.62

Johnson&Johnson 21.53 21.53 19.34 19.4
JP Morgan 17.41 17.36 13.92 13.93
Microsoft 17.57 17.57 15.59 15.60
Walmart 17.68 17.56 15.22 15.23

XLE 13.58 13.56 10.98 11.17
XLK 25.45 25.35 21.33 21.41

*Notes: Table 11 shows the average ratio of jump variation to total variation as per the LM
test using 5 minute frequency. See notes of Table 9.

Table 12: Percentage of Days Identified as having Co-jumps

Panel A: Jan 2006 - Jun 2009 Panel B: July 2009 - Dec 2012
JT Test LM&BNS Test JT Test LM&BNS Test

Significance Level 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.10
Exxon&JPMorgan 1.364 1.818 3.864 7.159 1.703 1.816 2.838 5.335
Exxon & Microsoft 0.795 0.909 3.295 6.818 1.022 1.476 3.519 5.675

Exxon & XLE 1.136 1.59 3.977 7.386 1.93 2.497 3.746 8.059
JPMorgan & Microsoft 1.136 1.363 3.409 5.682 1.135 1.249 2.951 5.335

Microsoft & XLK 2.500 2.955 6.136 9.545 1.022 1.362 4.767 7.491
XLE & XLK 2.045 2.386 4.773 8.295 0.454 0.568 3.065 6.129

*Notes: Table 12 shows the percentage of days identified as having co-jumps. Co-jumps are
detected at α = 0.05 and α = 0.1 significance level. Both JT co-jump test and co-exceedance
rule between BNS test and LM test are used to test co-jumps. Panel A covers the financial crisis
period from Jan 2006 - June 2009 and Panel B covers the post fiancial crisis period from July 2009
- Dec 2012. The test statistics are calculated at 5-minute frequency.

Table 13: Percentage of Days Identified as having
Co-jumps

Panel Panel B
Significance Level 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.1
BLT Test 0.227 0.341 0.114 0.454

*Notes: See notes to Table 12. Table 13 shows the
percentage of days identified as having co-jumps from
BLT co-jump tests. Co-jumps are detected among six
stocks: Boeing, Exxon, JohnsonJohnson, JPMorgan,
Microsoft and Walmart.
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Figure 1: Integrated Volatility Measures - Boeing

Notes*: Figure 1 displays volatility of Boeing across the sample period Jan 2006 - Dec 2013 using 5-minute
sampling frequency with respect to six different integrated volatility measures which include RV, BPV, TPV,
MedRV, MinRV and TRV.

Figure 2: Integrated Volatility Measures - Exxon

Notes*: Figure 2 displays volatility movement of Exxon. See notes of Figure 1.
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Figure 3: ASJ Jump Test Statistics of Days Identified as having Jumps: 5-minute sampling frequency

*Notes: Figure 3 displays the scatter plot for ASJ test statistics for days identified as having jumps using
5-minute sampling frequency. We consider the following stocks and ETFs: Boeing & Exxon for the sample
period Jan 2006 to Dec 2013.

Figure 4: ASJ Jump Test Statistics of Days Identified as having Jumps: 1-minute sampling frequency

*Notes: Figure 4 displays the scatter plot for ASJ test statistics for days identified as having jumps using
1-minute sampling frequency. See notes of figure 3.
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Figure 5: BNS Jump Test Statistics of Days Identified as having Jumps

*Notes: Figure 5 displays the scatter plot for BNS test statistics for days identified as having jumps using
5-minute sampling frequency. See notes of figure 3.

Figure 6: Kernel Density Plots for ASJ Test Statistics

Notes*: Figure 6 displays the kernel density plot of ASJ jump test statistics using 5-minute sampling frequency.
See notes of figure 3.
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Figure 7: Kernel Density Plot of BNS Jump Test Statistics

Notes*: Figure 7 displays the kernel density plot of BNS jump test statistics using 5-minute sampling frequency.
See notes of figure 3.

Figure 8: Kernel Density Plot of LM Jump Test Statistics

Notes*: Figure 8 displays the kernel density plot of LM jump test statistics using 5-minute sampling frequency.
See notes of figure 3.
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Figure 9: Kernel Density Plot of JT Co-jump Test Statistics

*Notes: Figure 9 displays the kenel density plot of JT co-jump test using 5-minute sampling frequency. The
co-jumps are tested for the pairs Exxon & JPMorgan and Exxon & Microsft for the sample period Jan 2006-Dec
2013.

Figure 10: Kernel Density Plot of empirical observed BLT Statistics

*Notes: Figure 10 displays the kernel density plot of the empirical observed BLT co-jump test statistics using
5-minute sampling frequency for the sample period Jan 2006-Dec 2013.
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Figure 11: JT Co-jump Test Statistics of Days Identified as Having Co-jumps

*Notes: Figure 11 displays the co-jump days test statistics of JT test for the sample period Jan 2006 to Dec
2013 using sampling frequency of 5-minute.

Figure 12: LM & BNS Test Statistics for Days Having Co-jumps

*Notes: Figure 12 displays the co-jump days identified from co-exceedance rule between LM jumps test and
BNS jump test for the pairs Exxon & JPMorgan and Exxon & Microsoft. 5-minute sampling frequency is
considered for sample period Jan 2006-Dec 2013.
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Figure 13: Daily Return, Daily Closing Price, Realized Variance, Bipower Variation and Co-jump Days
for Equi-weighted Stock Index

*Notes: Figure 13 displays the daily return, daily closing price, realized variance, bipower variation and co-jump
days for equi-weighted stock index. The co-jump days in the last panel are detected through BLT co-jump
tests at α = 0.1 significance level from Jan 2006 to Dec 2013. The equi-weighted stock index is composed of
six stocks (Boeing, Exxon, JohnsonJohnson, JPMorgan, Microsoft and Walmart) with equal weights.
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8 Appendix: R Code

Please find below, R (statistical software) codes for the tests and measures which have been used in the
empirical section of this paper. This includes the volatility measures RV, BPV, TPV, MinRV, MedRV,
TRV; ASJ, BNS jump tests; BLT and JT co-jump tests. The format of input data can be given as
follows: rows signify the trading days and the columns signify the intra-day intervals.

#_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________#

### Integrated Volatility Measures ###

#_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________#

##--------------------##

## Data preparation 1 ##

##--------------------##

data <- read.csv(file="asset1_1min_data.csv", header=FALSE, sep=",")

mat <- data.matrix(data)

fin_data <- t(mat)

days <- nrow(data)

freq <- 79

data_5 <- matrix(0, freq, days)

for (j in 1:days){for(i in 1:freq){data_5[i,j] <- fin_data[(i-1)*5+1,j]}}

##--------------------------##

## Realized Volatility - RV ##

##--------------------------##

dif_data <- diff(data_5)

RV <- colSums((dif_data)^2)

##-------------------------##

## Bipower Variation - BPV ##

##-------------------------##

dif1 <- dif_data[1:freq-2,1:days]

dif2 <- dif_data[2:freq-1,1:days]

BPV <- (sqrt(2)/sqrt(pi))*colSums(abs(dif1)*abs(dif2))

##--------------------------##

## Tripower variation - TPV ##

##--------------------------##

dif11 <- dif_data[1:freq-3, 1:days]

dif22 <- dif_data[2:freq-2, 1:days]

dif33 <- dif_data[3:freq-1, 1:days]

cons <- (((2^(1/3))*gamma(5/6))/gamma(1/2))^(-3)

TPV <- cons*colSums((abs(dif11)^(2/3))*(abs(dif22)^(2/3))*(abs(dif33)^(2/3)))

##--------##

## MinRV ##

##--------##

minvec <- matrix(0, freq-2, days)

for (j in 1:days){for (i in 1:freq-2){minvec[i,j] <- (min( abs(dif1[i,j]), abs(dif2[i,j]) ))^2}}

MinRV <- (pi/(pi-2))*(freq/freq-1)*colSums(minvec)

##-------##

## MedRV ##

##-------##

medvec <- matrix(0, freq-3, days)

for (j in 1:days){for (i in 1:freq-3){medvec[i,j] <- (median(c(abs(dif11[i,j]),abs(dif22[i,j]),abs(dif33[i,j]))))^2}}

MedRV <- (pi/(6 - 4*sqrt(3) + pi))*(freq/freq-2)*colSums(medvec)

##--------------------------------------##

## Truncated Realized Volatility - TRV ##

##--------------------------------------##

delta <- 1/freq

omega <- 0.47

alpha <- matrix(0, freq-1, days)

for (j in 1: days){

for (i in 1: freq-1){if (abs(dif_data[i,j]) <= sqrt(delta)){alpha[i,j] <- abs((dif_data[i,j]))^2} else {alpha[i,j] <- 0}}}

alph_fin <- 5*sqrt(colSums(alpha))

trun <- matrix(0, freq-1, days)

for (j in 1: days){for (i in 1: freq-1){

if (abs(dif_data[i,j]) <= alph_fin[j]*delta^omega){trun[i,j] <- abs((dif_data[i,j]))^2} else {trun[i,j] <- 0}}}

TRV <- colSums(trun)
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##____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________##

### Jump Tests ###

##____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________##

##---------------##

## ASJ Jump Test ##

##---------------##

BPD <- colSums((abs(dif_data))^4)

kfreq = (freq+1)/2

data_10 <- matrix(0, kfreq, days)

for (j in 1: days){for (i in 1:kfreq){data_10[i,j] <- data_5[(i-1)*2+1,j]}}

BPK <- colSums((abs(diff(data_10)))^4)

SPK <- BPK/BPD

trun_4 <- matrix(0,freq-1,days)

for (j in 1: days){for (i in 1:freq-1){

if (abs(dif_data[i,j]) <= alph_fin[j]*delta^omega){trun_4[i,j] <- abs((dif_data[i,j]))^4}else {trun_4[i,j] <- 0}}}

mp <- pi^(-0.5)*4*gamma(5/2)

AP <- (delta^(-1)/mp)*colSums(trun_4)

trun_8 <- matrix(0, freq-1, days)

for (j in 1: days){for (i in 1: freq-1){

if (abs(dif_data[i,j]) <= alph_fin[j]*delta^omega){trun_8[i,j] <- abs((dif_data[i,j]))^8} else {trun_8[i,j] <- 0}}}

mp_8 <- pi^(-0.5)*16*gamma(9/2)

AP_8 <- (delta^(-3)/mp_8)*colSums(trun_8)

Var <- (delta* AP_8*160)/(3*AP^2)

ASJ <- (2 - SPK)/sqrt(Var)

##---------------------##

## Data preparation 2 ##

##---------------------##

data_asset1 <- read.table("asset1_1min_data.csv",header=FALSE, sep=",");

data_asset2 <- read.table("asset2_1min_data.csv",header=FALSE, sep=",");

data_asset3 <- read.table("asset3_1min_data.csv",header=FALSE, sep=",");

col_diff_asset1 <- apply(data_asset1, 1, diff);

col_diff_asset2 <- apply(data_asset2, 1, diff);

col_diff_asset3 <- apply(data_asset3, 1, diff);

vec_asset1=as.vector(col_diff_asset1);

vec_asset2=as.vector(col_diff_asset2);

vec_asset3=as.vector(col_diff_asset3);

vec_asset1_5min=colSums(matrix(vec_asset1, nrow=5));

vec_asset2_5min=colSums(matrix(vec_asset2, nrow=5));

vec_asset3_5min=colSums(matrix(vec_asset3, nrow=5));

matrix_5min_all=cbind(vec_asset1_5min, vec_asset2_5min, vec_asset3_5min);

##-------------------##

## BNS Jump Test ##

##-------------------##

simu_n <- days;

N=ncol(matrix_5min_all);

freq=nrow(matrix_5min_all)/simu_n;

RVdaily=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=N);

matrix_5min_all_sqr=matrix_5min_all*matrix_5min_all;

for (j in 1:N){for (i in 1:simu_n){RVdaily[i,j]=sum(matrix_5min_all_sqr[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq),j])}}

BV=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=N);

mu1=sqrt(2/pi);

for (k in 1:N){ for (i in 1:simu_n){for (j in 2:freq){BV[i,k]=BV[i,k]+abs(matrix_5min_all[

((i-1)*freq+j),k])*abs(matrix_5min_all[((i-1)*freq+j-1),k])}BV[i,k]=(mu1)^(-2)*(freq/(freq-1))*BV[i,k]}}

QP=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=N);

for (k in 1:N){for (i in 1:simu_n){for (j in 4: freq){

QP[i,k]=QP[i,k]+(abs(matrix_5min_all[((i-1)*freq+j),k]))*(abs(matrix_5min_all[((i-1)*freq+j-1),k]))*

(abs(matrix_5min_all[((i-1)*freq+j-2),k]))*(abs(matrix_5min_all[((i-1)*freq+j-3),k]));}QP[i,k]=freq*QP[i,k]}}

Vqq=2;

Vbb=(pi/2)^2+pi-3;

Zqp=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=N);

for (k in 1:N){for (i in 1:simu_n){

Zqp[i,k]=-(((BV[i,k]/RVdaily[i,k])-1)*(freq^0.5))/(sqrt((Vbb-Vqq)*max(1,QP[i,k]/(BV[i,k]^2*mu1^4)))) }}

detect_BNS=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=N);

for (k in 1:N){for (j in 1:simu_n){detect_BNS[j,k]=ifelse(abs(Zqp[j,k])>1.96,1,0)}}
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##______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________##

### Co-Jump Tests ###

##______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________##

##------------------##

## BLT Co-Jump Test ##

##------------------##

library(MASS)

Input1=matrix_5min_all

cov_cof=cov(matrix_5min_all)

N=ncol(matrix_5min_all)

simu_n<-days;

mu=rep(0,N);

freq=nrow(matrix_5min_all)/simu_n;

set.seed(123)

bpath=mvrnorm(n = simu_n*freq, mu, cov_cof, empirical = FALSE)

dt=1/freq

sigma<-10

bdw=sqrt(dt)*bpath*sigma

bz=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n*freq,ncol=N-1)

for (i in 1:(N-1)){for (l in (i+1):N){ bz[,i]=bz[,i]+bdw[,i]*bdw[,l]}}

bmcp=rowSums(bz)

bmcptj=(2/((N-1)*N))*bmcp

bmcp_bar=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){bmcp_bar[i]=mean(bmcptj[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)])}

mcp_bar1=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n*freq,1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){mcp_bar1[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq),]=bmcp_bar[i]}

mcp_sqr=(bmcptj-mcp_bar1)*(bmcptj-mcp_bar1)/(freq-1)

sd_mcpt=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){sd_mcpt[i]=sqrt(sum(mcp_sqr[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)]))}

mcp_sqr1=matrix(0,nrow=freq*simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){mcp_sqr1[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)]=sd_mcpt[i]}

zmcptj=(bmcptj-mcp_bar1)/mcp_sqr1

sortnul=sort(zmcptj, decreasing = TRUE)

rightside=matrix(0,nrow=2,1)

rightside[1]=sortnul[round(freq*simu_n*0.05, digits = 0)]

rightside[2]=sortnul[round(freq*simu_n*0.025, digits = 0)]

sortnul1=sort(zmcptj, decreasing = FALSE)

leftside=matrix(0,nrow=2,1)

leftside[1]=sortnul1[round(freq*simu_n*0.05, digits = 0)]

leftside[2]=sortnul1[round(freq*simu_n*0.025, digits = 0)]

z_obs=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n*freq,ncol=N-1)

for (i in 1:(N-1)){for (l in (i+1):N){ z_obs[,i]=bz[,i]+Input1[,i]*Input1[,l]}}

mcp_obs=rowSums(z_obs)

mcptj_obs=(2/((N-1)*N))*mcp_obs

mcp_obsbar=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){mcp_obsbar[i]=mean(mcptj_obs[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)])}

mcp_obsbar1=matrix(0,nrow=freq*simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){mcp_obsbar1[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq),]=mcp_obsbar[i]}

mcp_obssqr=(mcptj_obs-mcp_obsbar1)*(mcptj_obs-mcp_obsbar1)/(freq-1)

Sd_obsmcpt=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){Sd_obsmcpt[i]=sqrt(sum(mcp_obssqr[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)]))}

mcp_obssqr1=matrix(0,nrow=freq*simu_n,ncol=1)

for (i in 1:simu_n){mcp_obssqr1[((i-1)*freq+1):(i*freq)]=Sd_obsmcpt[i]}

zmcptj_obs=(mcptj_obs-mcp_obsbar1)/mcp_obssqr1

detectr=matrix(0,nrow=freq*simu_n,ncol=4)

for (i in 1:4){ for (j in 1:freq*simu_n){detectr[j,i]=ifelse(zmcptj_obs[j]>rightside[i], 1, 0)}}

detectl=matrix(0,nrow=freq*simu_n,ncol=4)

for (i in 1:4){ for (j in 1:freq*simu_n){detectl[j,i]=ifelse(zmcptj_obs[j]<leftside[i], 1, 0)}}

##------------------##

## JT Co-Jump Test ##

##------------------##

library(MASS)

combos=combn(1:ncol(matrix_5min_all), 2, FUN = NULL, simplify = TRUE);

n1=ncol(combos);

V=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

Input1=matrix_5min_all;

freq=nrow(matrix_5min_all)/simu_n;

for (m in 1:n1){for (j in 1:simu_n){

for (i in 1: freq){V[j,m]=V[j,m]+(Input1[((j-1)*freq)+i,combos[1,m]]*Input1[(j-1)*freq+i,combos[2,m]])^2}}};

V_g1=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

for (m in 1:n1){for (j in 1:simu_n){for (i in 1: freq){V_g1[j,m]=V_g1[j,m]+(Input1[(j-1)*freq+i,combos[1,m]])^4}}};

V_g2=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

for (m in 1:n1){for (j in 1:simu_n){for (i in 1: freq){V_g2[j,m]=V_g1[j,m]+(Input1[(j-1)*freq+i,combos[2,m]])^4}}};
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phi_d=V/sqrt(V_g1*V_g2);

delta=1/freq;

A_hatn=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

for (m in 1:n1){for (j in 1:simu_n){for (i in ((j-1)*freq+1):((j-1)*freq+freq-3)){A_hatn[j,m]=A_hatn[j,m]+abs(Input1[i,combos[1,m]]

*Input1[i+1,combos[1,m]]*Input1[i+2,combos[2,m]]*Input1[i+3,combos[2,m]])

+(1/8)*abs((Input1[i,combos[1,m]]+Input1[i,combos[2,m]])*(Input1[i+1,combos[1,m]]

+Input1[i+1,combos[2,m]])*(Input1[i+2,combos[1,m]]+Input1[i+2,combos[2,m]])

*(Input1[i+3,combos[1,m]]+Input1[i+3,combos[2,m]]));

+(1/8)*abs((Input1[i,combos[1,m]]-Input1[i,combos[2,m]])

*(Input1[i+1,combos[1,m]]-Input1[i+1,combos[2,m]])

*(Input1[i+2,combos[1,m]]-Input1[i+2,combos[2,m]])

*(Input1[i+3,combos[1,m]]-Input1[i+3,combos[2,m]]));

-(1/4)*abs((Input1[i,combos[1,m]]+Input1[i,combos[2,m]])

*(Input1[i+1,combos[1,m]]+Input1[i+1,combos[2,m]])*(Input1[i+2,combos[1,m]]

-Input1[i+2,combos[2,m]])*(Input1[i+3,combos[1,m]]-Input1[i+3,combos[2,m]]));

}}};

A_hatn=A_hatn*(pi)^2/(4*delta);

BV=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=ncol(matrix_5min_all));

mu1=sqrt(2/pi);

for (k in 1:5){for (i in 1:simu_n){ for (j in 2:freq){BV[i,k]=BV[i,k]+abs(Input1[((i-1)*freq+j),k])*abs(Input1[((i-1)*freq+j-1),k])}}}

BV=(mu1)^(-2)*(freq/(freq-1))*BV

trunc=1*sqrt(BV)*delta^(0.49);

mu=c(0,0);

sigma=matrix(c(1, 0, 0,1), nrow=2, ncol=2);

Nn=20

kn=1/sqrt(delta)

Z_alphad_10=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

Z_alphad_5=matrix(0,nrow=simu_n,ncol=n1);

for (m in 1:n1){

for (kk in 1:simu_n){

Dhatn=matrix(0,nrow=Nn,ncol=1)

chatp1=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=1)

for (i in ((kk-1)*freq+1+round(kn)):((kk-1)*freq+freq-round(kn)-1)){

for (j in (i+1):(i+round(kn)+1)){if (abs(Input1[j,combos[1,m]])<=trunc[kk,combos[1,m]]){

chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]

+Input1[j,combos[1,m]]*Input1[j,combos[1,m]]}

else{chatp1[(i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq),]=chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}}

chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=(1/(kn*delta))*chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}

chatm1=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=1)

for (i in ((kk-1)*freq+1+round(kn)):((kk-1)*freq+freq-round(kn)-1)){

for (j in (i-round(kn)):(i-1)){if (abs(Input1[j,combos[1,m]])<=trunc[kk,combos[1,m]]){

chatm1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=chatm1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]

+Input1[j,combos[1,m]]*Input1[j,combos[1,m]]}

else{chatm1[(i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq),]=chatm1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}}

chatm1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=(1/(kn*delta))*chatm1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq]}

chatp2=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=1)

for (i in ((kk-1)*freq+1+round(kn)):((kk-1)*freq+freq-round(kn)-1)){

for (j in (i+1):(i+round(kn)+1)){if (abs(Input1[j,combos[2,m]])<=trunc[kk,combos[2,m]]){

chatp2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=chatp1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]

+Input1[j,combos[2,m]]*Input1[j,combos[2,m]]}

else{chatp2[(i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq),]=chatp2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}}

chatp2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=(1/(kn*delta))*chatp2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}

chatm2=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=1)

for (i in ((kk-1)*freq+1+round(kn)):((kk-1)*freq+freq-round(kn)-1)){

for (j in (i-round(kn)):(i-1)){if (abs(Input1[j,combos[2,m]])<=trunc[kk,combos[2,m]]){

chatm2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=chatm2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]

+Input1[j,combos[2,m]]*Input1[j,combos[2,m]]}

else{chatm2[(i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq),]=chatm2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}}

chatm2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]=(1/(kn*delta))*chatm2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq,]}

for (s in 1:Nn){set.seed(s);

U=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=2);

for (i in 1:(freq-2*round(kn)-1)){U[i,]=mvrnorm(n = 1, mu, sigma)};

Up=matrix(0,nrow=freq-2*round(kn)-1,ncol=2)

for (i in 1:(freq-2*round(kn)-1)){Up[i,]=mvrnorm(n = 1, mu, sigma)}

K=runif(freq-2*round(kn)-1);

R1=sqrt(K)*sqrt(chatm1)*U[,1]+sqrt(1-K)*sqrt(chatp1)*Up[,1];

R2=sqrt(K)*sqrt(chatm2)*U[,1]+sqrt(1-K)*sqrt(chatp2)*Up[,1];

for (i in ((kk-1)*freq+1+round(kn)):((kk-1)*freq+freq-round(kn)-1)){

if (abs(Input1[i,combos[1,m]])>trunc[kk,combos[1,m]]

&& abs(Input1[i,combos[2,m]])>trunc[kk,combos[2,m]]){

Dhatn[s]=Dhatn[s]+(Input1[i,combos[1,m]]*R2[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq])^2

+(Input1[i,combos[2,m]]*R1[i-round(kn)-(kk-1)*freq])^2}else{Dhatn[s]=Dhatn[s]}}}

Dhatns=sort(Dhatn, decreasing = TRUE);

Z_alphad_10[kk,m]=Dhatns[Nn*0.1];

Z_alphad_5[kk,m]=Dhatns[round(Nn*0.05)];

}}

cnd_10=sqrt(delta)*(Z_alphad_10+A_hatn)/sqrt(V_g1*V_g2);

cnd_5=sqrt(delta)*(Z_alphad_5+A_hatn)/sqrt(V_g1*V_g2);

##----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------##
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